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New Tallon Mounting Solutions and GPS
Enhancement for tablet and iOS devices
TALLON SYSTEMS, who produce
elegant mounting systems for just about
everything from iPads to Cup holders,
has recently released a new Mini Socket
and USB Mount that opens up numerous
new options for aviators and for mariners
utilising iOS devices for navigation and
communications support in the cockpit.
The new Mini Socket is only 25 mm
wide and utilises Tallon’s patented flush
cantilever technology for mounting
accessories. Once attached, the Mini Socket
is as strong as the coaming or dash it is
fitted into. Tallon has also launched a 5.5v
USB 2A socket – meaning everything from
iPads and tablets to iPhones and navigation
devices can be mounted securely and
cleanly and charged at the same time.
Simultaneousely, the company has
teamed with award-winning US GPS
manufacturer Bad Elf to offer Bad Elf ’s
GPS Pro compact GPS receiver with a
Tallon mounting solution for easy use with
iOS devices in aircraft, boats, and vehicles.
The GPS Pro is a water resistant, handheld
Apple-approved accessory that uses
Bluetooth to wirelessly connect up to five
users of an iPod touch, iPhone or iPad to
share real-time, direct satellite GPS data for
display on digital charts and a wide range
of compatible aviation, marine and vehicle
apps via satellite – anywhere in the world.
The Bad Elf GPS does not rely on
cell tower assistance to achieve a lock or
to determine position. Instead, the unit
includes a high performance satellite
receiver and antenna that receive data
directly from GPS satellites. Locking on to
up to 15 satellites, a Bad Elf unit supplies
GPS data up to 10 times a second that can
be accurate to within 2.5 meters - allowing
users to improve their GPS lock beyond
cell phone coverage areas. Bad Elf GPS
enables out of range or non-3G hand held
devices and is a significant enhancement on
the performance of the standard GPS sets
supplied with most consumer electronic
devices.
Wanaka based Tallon Systems first shot
to prominence in 2007 after scooping
a prestigious Innovation Award at the
International Boat Builders Exhibition in
Miami, Florida. In 2009 Tallon founder,
Peter Marshall, won the Ernst and Young
New Zealand Master Entrepreneur award.

Tallon gained further recognition in 2011,
receiving a Design Award from General
Motors Vegas for the Most Innovative
Chevrolet Accessory at the SEMA Show.

iPad Mini or iPhone holder along with the
Bad Elf GPS Pro. The entire pack costs
just NZ$395 incl. GST.
For more information

Special Pro Pack Bundle Offer

The Tallon GPS Pro pack bundles 1 x
Mini Socket mount, 1 x USB Socket and an

For more information see the
advertisement on this page or phone Tallon
on 0800 825566. www.tallonsystems.com

If you have a new product and want to tell everyone in the NZ aviation community - Contact KiwiFlyer today on 0800 KFLYER.
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